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COPIES AND COPYRIGHT 

 

As always, members are welcome to an unlimited number of copies of 

the materials contained within this handout. Furthermore, members 

may copy any graphic herein for their own internal purpose. The 

Corporate Executive Board Company requests only that members 

retain the copyright mark on all pages produced. Please contact your 

Member Support Center at  

+1-866-913-6450 for any help we may provide.  

 

The pages herein are the property of The Corporate Executive Board 

Company. Beyond the membership, no copyrighted materials of The 

Corporate Executive Board may be reproduced without prior approval. 

LEGAL CAVEAT 

 

CEB TowerGroup has worked to ensure the accuracy of the information it 

provides to its members. This report relies upon data obtained from many 

sources, however, and CEB TowerGroup cannot guarantee the accuracy 

of the information or its analysis in all cases. Furthermore, CEB 

TowerGroup is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other 

professional services. Its reports should not be construed as professional 

advice on any particular set of facts or circumstances. Members requiring 

such services are advised to consult an appropriate professional. Neither 

The Corporate Executive Board Company nor its programs are 

responsible for any claims or losses that may arise from a) any errors or 

omissions in their reports, whether caused by CEB TowerGroup or its 

sources, or b) reliance upon any recommendation made by CEB 

TowerGroup. 
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CONTEXT 

CSAAIG was constrained by legacy technology, including multiple policy administration systems, which 

limited flexibility and drove up costs. 

SOLUTION 

In 2009, CSAAIG embarked on a multiyear bottom up technology transformation, the foundation of which 

was the implementation of a new, single Policy Admin platform for all insurance products. 

RESULTS 

• CSAAIG now has a single, flexible platform that will accommodate all insurance products. 

• The new PAS platform allows for rapid rate changes and other enhancements. 

• New functionality improves sales and service capabilities. 

• Enhanced infrastructure provides astounding system uptime. 

• Legacy system decommissioning will result in significant savings. 

PRIMARY COMPONENTS 

• Strategic Context Created Urgency:  The decision to implement a new policy system fell within a 

broader strategic initiative to cut costs and grow CSAAIG’s business. 

• The Hub of a Wider Technology Enhancement:  Though the Policy Admin replacement was central to 

CSAAIG’s efforts, it was positioned within a larger effort to improve infrastructure and policy servicing. 

• Preparing for Rollout – The Model Office:  To prepare for rollout, CSAAIG gathered and tested input 

from field agents using a “Model Office”. 

• Changing Lanes:  CSAAIG encountered many common change management issues, but resolved them 

with careful planning and transparency. 

ORGANIZATION SNAPSHOT 

CSAA Insurance Group 

Industry: 

Customers: 

GWP: 

Personal lines insurance carrier 

17 million customers in 22 states and DC 

$2.8 billion 

CSAAIG: A CORE REPLACEMENT ODYSSEY  
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SITUATION:  SPINNING ITS WHEELS 

CSAAIG was constrained 

by legacy technology that 

had limited flexibility and 

was so customized that it 

couldn’t accept upgrades. 

 A series of acquisitions, as well 

as expanded partnerships 

among AAA’s regional clubs, 

encumbered CSAAIG with a 

large and complicated 

integration architecture. 

 Furthermore, the decision to 

customize its main policy 

system’s base code had led to 

incompatibility with upgrades, 

which resulted in diminished 

multichannel and service 

functionality. 

Significant Drawbacks of Legacy Systems Prompted the Policy Replacement Project 

Primary Weaknesses of Legacy Systems 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

System 

Weaknesses 

Significant servicing 

challenges associated with 

searching across multiple 

platforms. 

1 
Sales and servicing  

challenges associated with 

limited functionality. 

2 

    Rate changes and product 

enhancements were difficult. 

3 

Impact: Suboptimal customer 

experience and increased time 

per service request. For 

example, agents had to search 

across multiple platforms and 

forward customer calls to other 

agents trained on a different 

legacy system. 

Impact: Poor customer service. 

For example, agents couldn’t 

see real-time calculations of 

different policy options, or the 

premium impact of potential 

endorsements. Agents were 

unable to make policy changes 

during the renewal period. 

Impact: CSAAIG was left at a 

competitive disadvantage.  For 

example, rate and product 

changes had to be made to 

multiple legacy platforms. 

Goal: Consolidate separate systems into 

one platform for auto products across 

everywhere CSAAIG does business. 
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OVERVIEW:  A CORE REPLACEMENT ODYSSEY 

In 2009, CSAAIG embarked 

on a multiyear bottom up 

technology transformation, 

the foundation of which 

was a Policy Admin 

replacement. 

Timeline of Policy Administration Replacement Project 

Major Project Milestones, 2009-2014 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

2009 2014 2010 2011 2012 2013 

An Exploratory Year: 

CSAAIG decides it 

needs a new policy 

platform to support its 

strategy.   

Vendor Evaluation: 

CSAAIG evaluates the proof of 

concept for its current vendor 

and a potential new vendor.   

Vendor Selection: 

CSAAIG selects 

Exigen Insurance 

Solutions to replace its 

PAS.   

Board Approval: 

Board sanctions multiyear 

project funding to roll out 

system to auto lines. 

Rollout Preparation: 

CSAAIG gathers 

requirements, tailors 

system, and prepares for 

rollout. 

Ongoing System Improvement: 

CSAAIG tests, analyzes, and 

improves the system as the 

project continues. 

Approaching Goal: 

CSAAIG has nearly a 

million converted policies 

and writes new business to 

the new system.  Its 

biggest book of business, 

California auto, is 

converted. 

Home Policy Project: 

CSAAIG is adding Home 

policies to its new 

platform over the next 

several years. 
 Challenge: To replace aging 

legacy core systems (6 PAS; 3 

billing) with single system. 

 Goal:  Product agility, cost 

reduction, and faster and more 

effective multi-channel support 

for customer self-service, 

agency, and direct service. 

 Lines of Business:  Auto, 

Property, Umbrella. 

Staged Rollout: 

CSAAIG rolls the system out in stages, 

rather than a “big bang” rollout.  Policies 

are converted to the new system at 

renewal. 

Auto Policy in 

Production: 

CSAAIG 

completes 

introduction of 

auto for new 

business in all 22 

states and DC. 
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT CREATED URGENCY 

The decision to implement 

a new policy system fell 

within a broader strategic 

initiative to cut costs and 

grow CSAAIG’s business. 

The PAS Replacement Project Fell in the Scope of Two Wider Broader Initiatives 

Illustrative 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

1.  Cut Costs 

• Goal:  Improve customer interaction 

efficiencies and improve shared 

corporate services. 

• Role of Policy Admin:  Drive down 

the cost per interaction.  Cut 

infrastructure costs by retiring 

legacy systems and moving away 

from mainframe tech.  Enable 

straight through processing and 

customer self-service. 

• Key metrics:  Service time per 

customer, cost per policy. 

2.  Grow Business 

• Goal:  Improve the acquisition of new 

customers, and improve customer 

loyalty, i.e. the ability to retain and 

grow current customer business. 

• Role of Policy Admin:  Allow 

improved functionality that would 

lend more flexibility to service reps 

when speaking with customers.  

Support reps with better ability to 

conduct consultative selling. 

• Key metrics:  Customer retention 

rate, customer acquisitions. 

Strategic Imperatives: 

• Cut Costs 

• Grow Business 

 

-Scott Hunt 

General Manager, PAS Software 

Development & Implementation 

CSAA Insurance Group 

 

“The Policy Administration 

replacement was the linchpin 

of our strategies of growth  

and efficiency.” 
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THE HUB OF A WIDER TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT 

Though the Policy Admin 

replacement was central to 

CSAAIG’s efforts, it was 

positioned within a larger 

effort to improve policy 

servicing. 

The New PAS Was a Central Component of a Wider IT Strategy   

Illustrative 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

Improved infrastructure, 

including new data center, 

moving away from 

mainframe, and improved 

environments. 

Consolidated 

documents into 

new document 

management 

system. 

Moved away from 

inflexible architecture 

to Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) 

Created automated  

conversion tools 

New 

PAS 

Took on spaghetti 

systems for billing 

and payments 

At one point, there 

were 13 different 

programs under the 

umbrella of this 

project to make the 

PAS viable.   
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PREPARING FOR ROLLOUT:  THE MODEL OFFICE 

To prepare for rollout, 

CSAAIG gathered and 

tested input from field 

agents using a “Model 

Office”.  
 For each product build, 

CSAAIG would add any new 

functionality to the Model Office, 

so that it could be tested in a 

real world setting. 

 Each of the 13 programs in the 

project umbrella (e.g. new data 

center, doc management 

system, etc.) were fed into the 

Model Office to test how the 

systems would perform. 

CSAAIG Used a “Model Office” to Gather Consensus and Test in a Real-World Environment  

Illustrative 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

     Gather Initial Requirements and Specifications: 

Most requirements were gathered in national HQ from 

product designers and business analysts. They also 

created a complete view of the product specs within a 

newly developed architecture, including business rules, 

underwriting rules, automation, STP, etc. 

1      Test the System in a Model Office: 

The product specs and technology were fed through a  

Model Office, a virtual environment that simulated the 

system in real world conditions.  Field agents were 

asked to use the system and give feedback. 

2 

     Incorporate Feedback and Re-test: 

The results of the test in the Model Office were used to 

revise the product. They were also used to plan the 

support field agents would need, and to develop the 

training programs used when the product rolled out. 

3      Develop Super Users: 

From the field agents who used the Model Office, 

CSAAIG designated super users.  These super users 

were early adopters, and could provide feedback.  They 

also trained their peers in the branches after roll-out. 

4 
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CHANGING LANES 

CSAAIG encountered many 

common change 

management issues, but 

resolved them with careful 

planning and transparency. 

Common Change Management Challenges and How CSAAIG Solved For Them 

Illustrative 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

Challenge 

Introducing a new 

system with multiple 

legacy systems already 

in place. 

CSAAIG Approach 

Rolling out a 

replacement policy 

system while new 

policies are still being 

written. 

Gaining consensus and 

buy-in from stakeholders 

and keeping them 

appraised. 

Achieving consistent 

performance when 

branches all have 

different tech 

environments. 

CSAAIG decided to convert policies from the old PAS to the new 

one during renewal.  Some new policies written during the 

transition were written to the legacy system until they were 

renewed, at which point they were transferred to the new system. 

CSAAIG rolled out the new system in stages, rather than trying to 

execute a “big  bang” replacement.  They rolled out states one 

after another, which allowed them to work out the kinks and 

correct as they went along. 

Small technical issues specific to branch network caused 

performance issues.  In addition to sending reps to the branches 

to train on the basics of the system, CSAAIG also sent reps to 

help with technology issues and ensure consistent performance. 

Transparency was the key.  CSAAIG consistently messaged that 

the project would take time and require sacrifice, but would be 

worth it once they reached goal.  Regular forums were held to 

communicate updates and gather feedback. 
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RESULTS:  GAINING TRACTION 

After a long and 

complicated journey, 

CSAAIG is beginning to 

reap the rewards of its core 

system replacement. 

Results Seen from Policy Replacement Project 

As of 2014 

Source:  CSAAIG; Exigen; CEB analysis. 

Improvements Reductions 

CSAAIG now has a single, flexible platform for all its 

products. 

Infrastructure costs will be reduced by retiring legacy 

systems. 

No longer using mainframe technology, which 

reduced costs. 

Decreased cost per policy. 

The system enables fast track rate changes and other 

product enhancements. 

Reps are able to be more responsive to customer 

requests with improved functionality. 

Improved system stability. 

Conversions:  The Unsung Accomplishment 

As of 2014, conversion is in full swing and CSAAIG has 

converted almost 1 million policies to the new system.  The firm 

is also writing a lot of new business to the new PAS.  CSAAIG’s 

biggest book of business, auto policies in California, is 

converted.  Conversions are the unsung accomplishment, but 

are critical because of how easy they are to botch (for instance, 

rating differences between old and new systems can cause 

problems). 

Able to take system upgrades from Exigen regularly to 

take advantage of new functionality. 

Reduced cost of operations  and vendor dependency 

by achieving self-sufficiency on all product support. 


